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To Freedom, May It Rise Again Above All Those Who Take From It:  
  
Here is some great reading that all rural property owners, some urban property 
owners, and those people who understand how freedom works can relate too.  I 
have turned off all TV, all radio except for Savage and select my news sources 
carefully and read extensively.  America is dumbed down because our 
mainstream news sources, educational system, government, political 
parties, entertainment and all those in America who support any of these taking 
establishments are in denial of the consequences of their actions.   
  
American brilliance is in its freedom.  This has been snuffed out.  Brilliant 
people, are not found in the above sources.  Our brilliance is dying because the 
government has bought us out.  We The People, must relearn to walk and talk 
the basics to take back our freedoms, one person at a time.   
  
Freedom grows with individual independence.  Tyranny takes by dependency, 
ignorance and force.  Knowledge is the weapon of choice.  Spread the word that 



our government at all levels is corrupt, political parties are corrupt, the 
educational system including most of the teachers have turned against freedom.  
Freedom is always sacrificed over power and money until the majority 
understand. 
  
Our most basic freedoms are lost in history.  They have become more 
ornamental and cosmetic.  The constitution is ignored.  The courts are biased 
to more big government, not more freedom and more truth.  The legislature no 
longer represents the people, it lies, cheats and steals our sacred freedoms away 
daily.  The executive offices at all levels can only take our freedoms.  All three 
branches and are condemned to serve taking groups who choose money and 
power over freedom.  Those who sue the Boy Scouts and symbols of God grow 
rich and strong. 
  
When private property is taken for ANY reason, you know freedom is gone.  
This is a wake up call.  Many of us know it is much worse.  The majority takes 
whatever they wish with their progressive ideology and the minority are left 
with only their principles.  If you think I over state the problem, I invite you to 
read and talk to property owners who have been taken by government. 
  
The minority are raped of their 
land, homes, water, assets, income, education, history, borders, security, one 
common language, honest elections.  The majority does not know any different.  
The prison systems are full, 30% with illegal immigrants, the public 
infrastructure is collapsing, home and land prices are unaffordable, home owners 
can no longer improve their homes or land, money is worthless, highways are at 
grid lock.  Fuel prices are held artificially high because of radical environmental 
extortion. 
  
Cities, counties and state government are destroying freedom faster than any 
free society can regenerate itself.  I reiterate what Ron Ewart has been saying for 
decades, "Why is it that others can't see what we see?"  Why, is it only those 
who have had their constitutional freedoms stolen can see?   Second 
Amendment gun owners know, Fifth Amendment property owners know, many 
others know and more are learning.   
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The day will come, when the era of big taking government will be reversed and 
seen for what it is.  This 100 year tidal wave of socialism and environmental 
hysteria will dwarf the Inquisition and the Salem Witch trials in history. 
  
Jack Venrick 
Rural Home and Land Owner 
Taking Back My Freedoms 
By Eliminating Government  
Not Freedom 
Enumclaw, WA 
  
Source of books on Page 1 www.cato.org 
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Source of books on Page 2 www.lfb.com  
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